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Abstract

Surface runoff over the Greenland Ice Sheet has been shown to have an impact on ice velocities, both at short as well as decadal

timescales. While the short timescales are necessary to comprehend the physical processes connecting subglacial water pressure

and ice motion, upscaling to longer timescales is paramount to assessing the future behavior of glaciers in a warming climate.

In this study, we assess in a land-terminating part of Southwest Greenland over 2013-2021 the relationship between annual

ice velocities derived from optical feature-tracking and surface runoff derived from the ERA5-MAR climate model. The recent

time period, providing frequent satellite acquisition, allows for a precise selection of image pairs, while also covering summer

melt seasons varying in both intensity and duration. We find that the exact link between runoff anomalies and ice velocity

anomalies changes depending on the basin considered and that the relationship also changes with altitude. However, all basins

do show a similar overall behavior: at low elevations, while a small increase in runoff leads to faster velocities, a large increase

in runoff leads to a slowdown of the glacier ice, but years with even larger runoff would tend to make the ice faster again. As

altitude increases, runoff anomalies variations seem to have less impact on ice velocities. We compute for each pixel a simple

index to quantify this relationship, presenting here a map displaying how runoff anomalies affected the velocities in 2013-2021

and underlining the spatially varying impact of meltwater depending on altitude and location.
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Key Points:8

• We analyze the relationship between ice velocities and surface meltwater runoff9

for 5 Greenlandic basins over the last 9 years.10

• Surface meltwater and ice velocity are not linearly correlated, and their relation-11

ship varies with altitude and basin.12

• A large part of the velocity, runoff relationship can be explained by considering13

the efficiency of the subglacial drainage system.14
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Abstract15

Surface runoff over the Greenland Ice Sheet has been shown to have an impact on16

ice velocities, both at short as well as decadal timescales. While the short timescales are17

necessary to comprehend the physical processes connecting subglacial water pressure and18

ice motion, upscaling to longer timescales is paramount to assessing the future behav-19

ior of glaciers in a warming climate. In this study, we assess in a land-terminating part20

of Southwest Greenland over 2013-2021 the relationship between annual ice velocities de-21

rived from optical feature-tracking and surface runoff derived from the ERA5-MAR cli-22

mate model. The recent time period, providing frequent satellite acquisition, allows for23

a precise selection of image pairs, while also covering summer melt seasons varying in24

both intensity and duration. We find that the exact link between runoff anomalies and25

ice velocity anomalies changes depending on the basin considered and that the relation-26

ship also changes with altitude. However, all basins do show a similar overall behavior:27

at low elevations, while a small increase in runoff leads to faster velocities, a large in-28

crease in runoff leads to a slowdown of the glacier ice, but years with even larger runoff29

would tend to make the ice faster again. As altitude increases, runoff anomalies varia-30

tions seem to have less impact on ice velocities. We compute for each pixel a simple in-31

dex to quantify this relationship, presenting here a map displaying how runoff anoma-32

lies affected the velocities in 2013-2021 and underlining the spatially varying impact of33

meltwater depending on altitude and location.34

Plain Language Summary35

During summer, meltwater is produced at the surface of glaciers. This water can36

enter the glaciers through crevasses or moulins, and affect how the ice slides on its bedrock.37

Here, we assess in the southwest of the Greenland Ice Sheet, the relationship between38

runoff and ice velocities on a yearly timescale, at different altitudes, and for 5 different39

basins, for the period 2013-2021. We find that the meltwater will have a different im-40

pact on the ice velocities depending on altitude and location. Previous studies expected41

our study area to be resilient to warmer summers, as a slowdown was observed in con-42

junction with increased melt. We find here that at low altitudes, a small increase will43

lead to faster velocities, a larger increase will indeed lead to a deceleration, but also that44

a much larger increase of runoff could lead to an acceleration of the ice. As altitude in-45

creases, our observations indicate that meltwater anomalies have less impact on the ice46

velocities. We derived an index to quantify the impact of meltwater and observe a clear47

effect of altitude and variations of runoff effect by basins all along the study area.48

1 Introduction49

Dramatic increases in surface meltwater on the Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS) have50

been observed for more than three decades now (e.g., Van Den Broeke et al., 2009; Velicogna,51

2009; Rignot et al., 2011; Mouginot et al., 2019). The importance of surface meltwater52

to glacial systems has long been recognized, and numerous studies have investigated its53

role in the dynamics of the ice (e.g., Zwally et al., 2002; Joughin et al., 2008; Shepherd54

et al., 2009; Hoffman et al., 2011). Yet meltwater impact on ice velocities on decadal timescales55

remains not fully understood (Davison et al., 2019).56

Understanding the impact of meltwater on ice dynamics is paramount to improv-57

ing the predictions of future ice discharge to the ocean or glacier geometry changes un-58

der expected warmer summers (Van De Wal et al., 2008; Nienow et al., 2017; Koziol &59

Arnold, 2018). The relationship between ice velocities, meltwater, and subglacial water60

pressure has for example been observed in Van De Wal et al. (2015), where a sudden runoff61

event induced a clear ice speedup but sustained high runoff throughout summer even-62

tually lead to a deceleration of the ice. They show that runoff influences the subglacial63
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water pressure, and this pressure in return affects the sliding of the ice, which affects sur-64

face ice velocities. Variations of subglacial pressure throughout the summer were observed65

and interpreted as a switch from an inefficient subglacial drainage system to a more ef-66

ficient one, induced by sustained high runoff.67

It is however unclear whether the same pattern can be observed everywhere, for68

example where ice is thicker and runoff smaller (e.g., Doyle et al., 2014; de Fleurian et69

al., 2016). Doyle et al. (2014) did not observe a deceleration in the late melt season far70

from the ice sheet margin, indicating that the subglacial drainage system does not sys-71

tematically evolve towards an efficient system, so the slowdown of the ice after summer72

may be confined to low elevations. Yet previous studies implementing the impact of runoff73

on ice velocities for future projections did not always consider altitude variations, mostly74

because the availability of observations was not sufficient (Shannon et al., 2013; Fürst75

et al., 2015). While seasonal studies of the relation between meltwater input and ice ve-76

locity bring a better understanding of the local physical processes at play, the necessary77

high-temporal resolution velocity data is not often available for long periods of time, and78

even less so on a large spatial scale (Davison et al., 2019).79

At a decadal timescale, Tedstone et al. (2015) and Williams et al. (2020) found that80

a land-terminating sector of the ice sheet has been slowing down, and at the same time81

an increase in surface meltwater was observed. As the rate of the slowdown was only 1.582

m/yr², a long period such as 2000-2012 was necessary in order to identify the trend. More83

recently, a re-acceleration of the ice was found by Williams et al. (2020) in Southwest84

Greenland and was attributed to a reduction of meltwater production, although we found85

in Halas et al. (2023) that the observed trend was spatially heterogeneous with signif-86

icant trends mostly confined to low-lying ice tongues. The variability in runoff produced87

every year in this period is indeed high, varying by up to 40% compared to an average88

over the same time period, rendering the understanding of the relationship between runoff89

and ice velocities at the decadal timescale difficult. In addition, ice velocity trends in this90

land-terminating area of the Greenland Ice Sheet are relatively small compared to the91

signal. In this context of alternating intense and less intense melt seasons, we want to92

step back from decadal trends to assess the impact of surface melting at a yearly timescale,93

in order to understand how a given melt season impacts the velocities until the next melt94

season. How this relationship varies with altitude and location is also required for im-95

proving the assessment of the future behavior of the ice sheet in a warming climate.96

We therefore assess here how surface meltwater and velocities are related, using yearly97

feature-tracked ice velocities in conjunction with runoff derived from climate reanaly-98

sis over 2013-2021.99

2 Data and Methods100

2.1 Study area101

Our study area is located in Southwest Greenland and is displayed in Figure 1. We102

focused the first part of our study on 5 land-terminating basins, but extend our work103

to the whole region for the second part. This land-terminating area is a perfect study104

area for such work as it is an ocean-free setting, and it is assumed that variations in ice105

velocity are mostly controlled by changes in basal conditions (Tedstone et al. (2015); Maier106

et al. (2019); Derkacheva et al. (2020)).107

For our 5 basins, we focused naturally on Russell Gletscher and Isunnguata Ser-108

mia close to the town of Kangerlussuaq, since they have been the subject of in-situ geo-109

physical investigations such as mechanical properties of sediment bed underlying the glaciers110

and their influence on the ice flow (Dow et al., 2013; Wright et al., 2016; Harper et al.,111

2017; Kulessa et al., 2017; Maier et al., 2019), as well as numerical investigations (Bougamont112

et al., 2014; de Fleurian et al., 2016; Koziol & Arnold, 2017, 2018; Brinkerhoff et al., 2021).113
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Figure 1. Map of the study area. Ice velocities displayed are derived by combining all ve-

locity fields computed in this study from image pairs of Landsat 8 and Sentinel-2 for the years

2019-2020. The ice velocities are overlaying a 2015 MODIS Mosaic of Greenland (MOG) at 100

m resolution (Haran et al., 2018). White lines represent the 200 m isolines extracted from MEa-

SUREs Greenland Ice Mapping Project (GIMP) Digital Elevation Model.

These two basins, spatially close, also offer an interesting comparison to see whether runoff114

effect on ice velocities can differ for neighboring glaciers. North of these two glaciers, we115

focus on Nordenskiöld Gletscher and Usulluup Sermia, both displaying similar orders of116

magnitude for their ice velocity and altitude ranges. Being central between our four other117

sites, our 5th site is Inuppaat Quuat. It also offers an interesting comparison as this glacier118

is displaying slower velocities than the rest, while having a reasonably large tongue.119

2.2 Velocities from satellite observations120

In order to understand how surface meltwater correlates to ice dynamics, we used121

observations of ice velocities, derived from feature-tracking over the period 2013-2021.122
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While being an ocean-free setting, land-terminating glaciers are also displaying slower123

velocities, potentially leading to smaller - i.e. less easily detectable - variations in veloc-124

ity (Halas et al., 2023). Studying such ice velocities, therefore, requires a combination125

of accurate velocity estimations and good spatial coverage that yearly feature-tracking126

can provide (Millan et al., 2019). The period 2013-2021 was selected since the launch127

of Landsat 8 in 2013 greatly increased the number of image pairs for feature-tracking,128

allowing for a much more aggressive selection of the data. We used the same velocity prod-129

ucts derived by feature-tracking produced for Halas et al. 2023, publicly available on open130

repositories (Halas et al., 2022, released 9 December 2022). We selected pairs with im-131

ages separated by about one year, since it allows for a much greater level of precision com-132

pared to shorter baselines, as demonstrated with the same correlation algorithm in Mouginot133

et al. (2017) and Millan et al. (2019). Following the recommendations of Halas et al. (2023)134

on the selection of image pairs, we only used velocity data derived from pairs with the135

starting date before summer, so that every single annual velocity is sampled over one melt136

season and the following winter. While this precise selection reduces the spatial cover-137

age, it avoids sampling two summers, allowing us to compare the same period every year.138

The complete methodology regarding the processing of satellite images to obtain139

velocity maps is detailed in Halas et al. (2023).140

From the selected image pairs, we computed a per-pixel average to produce a re-141

gional velocity map for every single year. We also computed the average velocity over142

our 9 years and derived yearly velocity anomalies over this time interval. Only the data143

points where data was available for all 9 years were kept. These velocity anomalies maps144

are displayed in supplemental material Figure S1.145

2.3 Runoff reanalysis from MAR146

We use daily outputs of the polar regional climate model MAR forced by the ERA5147

reanalysis over our region, downscaled to 1 km. The model MAR (version 3.12.1) has148

been run at a resolution of 10 km forced every 6 hours by ERA5 at its lateral bound-149

aries. It is one of the best surface mass balance products currently available over the Green-150

land ice sheet (Fettweis et al., 2020). From these products, we extracted the daily runoff151

signal and used it to compute cumulative yearly runoff, the average cumulative runoff152

over our 9 years, and yearly cumulative runoff anomalies. During summer, meltwater is153

generated, but part of this water can refreeze or be trapped in the snow. The remain-154

ing water is defined as runoff and can be routed to the base of the glacier. As most of155

the area where we have data is located in the ablation zone, the surface meltwater sig-156

nal is equal to the runoff signal. At higher altitudes, however, the runoff signal is smaller157

than the melt signal since the snowpack is able to retain a large part of the meltwater158

(Noël et al., 2019). We, therefore, use the runoff from MAR, although it is equal to the159

melt for most of our data points located in the ablation zone. Figure S2 gives an exam-160

ple of the daily runoff signal near the terminus of Nordenskiöld glacier. The signal is typ-161

ical for the 5 basins studied in the region at similar altitudes. In large parts of the dataset,162

the runoff signal at low and higher altitudes evolves together, with the higher altitude163

signal being of lesser amplitude. In order to give an idea, we plot in Figure S2 over the164

low altitude signal a black line representing the runoff signal at 1000 m, and represen-165

tative for our 5 basins.166

2.4 Trend analysis167

We plotted velocity anomalies against runoff anomalies for the 5 land-terminating168

basins in Southwest Greenland, with data separated by altitude bins of 25 m, 50 m, 100169

m, and 200 m. We chose to display here in Figure 2 the 100 m altitude bin plots for Rus-170

sel. This 100 m bin is a compromise, as this size of altitude bins was found to be suf-171

ficiently separating pixels by 9 different altitude bins while keeping a higher number of172
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pixels compared to smaller altitude bins. We found no significant signal difference from173

100 m bins to smaller bins. A 200 m bin seems however to stack too much data and we174

observe differences, especially at low altitudes. These additional bins are available in sup-175

plementary materials as Figures S4a-S4b (25 m), S5 (50 m), and S6 (200 m) for Russel176

Gletscher. In order to facilitate the reading of trends, we computed locally weighted scat-177

terplot smoothing (LOWESS), which is a non-parametric regression fitting a moving re-178

gression model on neighboring data (Cleveland, 1979). We specifically chose this algo-179

rithm since we want to avoid having prior assumptions regarding the relationship be-180

tween runoff anomalies and velocity anomalies. The algorithm computes locally weighted181

linear regressions such that closer data points will have greater weight. The curve dis-182

played over our scatterplots is a combination of all local regressions. Three iterations of183

LOWESS are computed to adjust the weights while seeking to reduce root-mean-square184

deviation so that outliers are less likely to affect the final local regression. We display185

LOWESS estimations for velocity anomalies versus runoff anomalies for every altitude186

bin for Russel Gletscher over the scatterplot that was used for these estimations in Fig-187

ure 2. We also plot for all 5 basins studied here, all 100 m bin LOWESS estimations on188

a single graph for easier comparison (Figure 3). With this approach, we disregard the189

temporal evolution of runoff and velocities, but rather aggregate all years to identify the190

relationship between the two, assuming the system has no memory of previous years’ runoff191

input.192

Since the resolution of our velocity map is 150 m compared to the 1 km resolution193

for reanalysis products, we located for every velocity map pixel the closest reanalysis pixel194

and used this value, assuming that the runoff is not varying drastically over a 1 km² area.195

In addition to the trends, we assessed how strongly the ice velocity is undergoing196

variations over our 9 years, by calculating for each pixel the root mean square to 0 of197

the velocity anomalies over the 9 years, indicating how much on average the velocity dif-198

fers from the average. We present a map of this index in Figure 5. Since we consider that199

the velocity changes in this region are mostly controlled by surface runoff, we argue that200

this index can be interpreted as the impact of runoff on ice velocity, with a higher in-201

dex showing a stronger relationship between runoff and ice velocity whereas a lower in-202

dex shows that changes in runoff do not lead to large changes in ice velocity.203

3 Results and discussion204

3.1 Runoff and velocity linked through the efficiency of subglacial drainage205

As we see in Figure 2 for Russel Gletscher, but also for other basins in supplemen-206

tal materials (Figures S7, S8, S9, and S10), both runoff and ice velocities are varying each207

year. When we combine all the years on the same plot as done in Figure 2, we see pat-208

terns giving insights into glacier behavior. We can observe strong ice velocity variations209

for low altitudes for different runoff quantities, but also that the relationship describing210

velocity evolution with respect to runoff anomalies is evolving with altitude. We will first211

focus on the behavior at low altitudes and will discuss the higher altitudes’ behavior in212

a the next section.213

The pattern emerging for Russel Gletscher up to 900 m is the following: we first214

observe maximum velocity anomalies for the years with the lowest runoff. When the runoff215

is higher than the average (around +5% to +15%), velocities are slower, which is espe-216

cially visible at low altitudes. Finally, when runoff is even higher, as in 2019 when the217

runoff was 20% above average, velocities tend to be faster than when there is just slightly218

more runoff than on average.219

This maximal velocity obtained for low runoff years must have been driven by fast220

summer velocities or fast post-melt season velocities. The explanation in terms of basal221

hydrology could be that the drainage system would develop into an efficient system but222
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Figure 2. Velocity anomalies against runoff anomalies over 2013-2021 for 100 m altitude bins

for Russel Gletscher. The colors indicate the year corresponding to the data, where blue dots

represent low runoff years (minimum in 2015) and red dots high runoff years (maximum in 2019).

Solid lines indicate the statistical relationship between runoff and velocity anomalies (calculated

using LOWESS). Other basins are available in the supplemental material in Figures S7 to S10.
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is not sustained due to less water input to the system, resulting in relatively fast veloc-223

ities during late summer due to a switch back to a pressurized but inefficient system at224

this time, and leading potentially also to faster velocities during the winter season. When225

the runoff is slightly above average, it could be high enough to activate and sustain an226

efficient drainage system, resulting into slower summer velocities on average and an ef-227

ficient drainage system still opened during the late melt season that could lead to slower228

winter velocities, as observed in Van De Wal et al. (2015). Finally, for years with high229

positive runoff anomalies like 2019, the efficient drainage system is at its limit, and al-230

though it develops, we still have sustained high water pressure driving fast ice flow dur-231

ing summer, but still slower velocities during winter than usual, as the velocity observed232

for such high melt years are still slower than average.233

Figure 3 shows all runoff and velocity data per studied basin. To emphasize the234

various behaviour per altitude, the coloured lines indicate the smoothed trends per al-235

titude bin (using the LOWESS calculation, see Sect. 2.4). Isunguata Sermia and Nor-236

denskiöld Gletscher both display at low altitudes (blue lines) slower velocities than the237

average for the minimum runoff anomalies, down to around -10% in velocities. This be-238

havior is different from Russel Gletscher where the lowest runoff anomalies generally lead239

to faster than average velocities. For Isunguata Sermia and Nordenskiöld Gletscher at240

low altitudes, we then observe a slight increase in velocities for years with runoff just un-241

der the average, then a slowdown if runoff is slightly above average, and clear faster ve-242

locities (around +10%) for years with even higher runoff anomalies. Nordenskiöld Gletscher243

seems to display again slightly slower velocities for 2019 (the year with the highest runoff244

anomaly), which is a behavior that we do not find in Isunguata Sermia, but the runoff245

anomalies in that basin do not reach as high values as in the first, so this behavior could246

potentially be observed if runoff anomalies were higher.247

When we observe the behavior for other basins in Figure 3, Usulluup Sermia and248

Russel Gletscher seem to share common behavior at low altitudes, namely slightly faster249

velocities if the runoff was below average, negative velocity anomalies for years with runoff250

slightly above average, and a tendency towards faster velocities again for years when runoff251

is even higher. This time, however, high runoff anomalies still translate to slower veloc-252

ities in opposition with Nordenskiöld Gletscher and Isunguata Sermia where such runoff253

anomalies lead to positive velocity anomalies.254

Finally, Inuppaat Quuat appears to have a clear trend towards slower velocities as255

runoff anomalies are increasing, and this behavior is found for altitudes up to 1000 m.256

The difference between Isunguata Sermia and Russel Gletscher is striking, as these257

two glaciers are lying next to each other but display different behaviors both at low and258

high altitudes under similar runoff inputs. This underlines that even for glaciers that are259

spatially close, we cannot assume a similar behavior in relation to hydrology, as other260

parameters such as the ice thickness, the hydraulic gradient, or the substrate could im-261

pact the development of the subglacial drainage system.262

For all basins, we recognize a sawtooth pattern developing with an increase in ve-263

locity as runoff increases which is followed by a velocity drop with further runoff increase,264

and again faster velocities with even higher runoff, as summarized in Figure 4. Our in-265

terpretation is that the drainage system pressurization is rising with an increase in runoff266

leading to faster glaciers. However, at a given runoff value, the system reaches a thresh-267

old and becomes more efficient leading to lower water pressure and velocities, but the268

pressurization of this new system can also rise in case of an even higher runoff, leading269

again to faster velocities. The threshold where a new efficient system develops seems to270

depend on glacier characteristics, inducing different positioning of the velocity break point271

and seemingly different responses for each glacier. It is especially visible for Nordenskiöld272

Gletscher and Isunnguata Sermia at low altitudes and can be explained by different melt-273

water inputs to the system. If for a given year the water input is sufficient but without274
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Figure 3. All data (velocity anomalies against runoff anomalies) in black dots for the 5 basins

studied. The smoothing per altitude bin is in solid blue to green curves (LOWESS), the bluest

curve being the lowest altitude bin, and the greenest the highest altitude bin. The number of

pixels is the total number of individual data points used for the basin. For Isunnguata Sermia,

Nordenskiöld Gletscher, Usulluup Sermia and Inuppaat Quaat, individual altitudes bins are avail-

able in supplemental materials Figures S7 to S10.
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Figure 4. The sawtooth pattern, as observed in the basins such as Isunnguata Sermia and

Nordenskiöld Gletscher. The points on the pattern are based on the observations of Isunnguata

Sermia. We also observe the sawtooth pattern for Russel Gletscher and Usulluup Sermia, but the

velocities anomalies obtained for the highest runoff are not as high as in the two first basins.

crossing a threshold like in 2017 or 2020, the velocities increase can be explained by the275

saturation of the drainage system, leading to faster velocities than if the system is less276

saturated (as in 2015). If it increases slightly, just enough to cross a threshold like in 2014277

or 2016, the system will adapt into a more efficient one for these years and lead to slower278

velocities. If a year produces sufficient meltwater to saturate this efficient system, ice ve-279

locities will reaccelerate as in 2021. But if the water input is even higher (2019), a prob-280

ably even more efficient drainage system will develop, leading to a slowdown in ice ve-281

locities, and this new system could also be saturated in the future leading once again to282

faster velocities before the cycle repeats. This idea, therefore, challenges the assumption283

that warmer summers would not increase annual ice displacement as they would likely284

be followed by reduced winter ice flow as found in Sole et al. (2013). We propose instead285

the idea that the system could potentially face an increasing runoff input that would con-286

stantly force the subglacial drainage system to adapt, even when a drainage system that287

we would consider efficient is already established during the first part of the melt sea-288

son. Whether the runoff input would result in a slowdown or an acceleration would there-289

fore be regulated by thresholds, and depending on the amount of runoff produced, lead290

to either a saturated water drainage system or to the development of a more efficient drainage291

system.292

This sawtooth behavior could potentially happen on all the glaciers of our study,293

but it is likely that it would be conditioned by basin characteristics, leading to specific294

thresholds for each basin. Thus, it is possible that a similar pattern is observed every-295

where, but that quantities of runoff required for displaying the sawtooth pattern are dif-296

ferent for each basin, and that the amplitude of runoff anomalies over 2013-2021 would297

not be sufficient for some basins to display the full behavior. Another explanation could298

also be that the intrinsic characteristics of each glacier would simply produce a differ-299

ent behavior for ice velocities. Here from the data, we can only confirm that for simi-300

lar runoff anomalies, the different basins have ice velocities that react differently.301
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In the Inuppaat Quuat case, we would interpret the behavior as the development302

of an efficient drainage system, leading to a slowdown of ice, although the amount of runoff303

produced may not be sufficient for this specific basin to lead to a reacceleration and dis-304

play a sawtooth pattern as observed in Isunnguata Sermia and Nordenskiöld Gletscher.305

Additional years with different runoff signals would help in confirming this hypothesis.306

A common point for all basins can nevertheless be observed: even though the shape307

of the relationship observed at low altitude still tend to appear at higher altitudes, it is308

strongly diminished and this reduction does not appear at the same altitude for all basin309

studied, which we will address in the next section.310

3.2 Impact of runoff on velocities depends on altitude311

Common to all our basins is how altitude is affecting the response to the runoff sig-312

nal: all 5 basins display a relationship that is flattening when altitude increases as ob-313

served in Figure 3. We observe for Russel Gletscher in Figure 2 that for altitudes between314

400 m and 900 m, the observed ice velocity varies with runoff, loosely following the saw-315

tooth pattern as described in Figure 4. But at higher altitudes, ice velocities vary less,316

even with higher runoff variability. This could be explained by both the glacier charac-317

teristics that evolve with altitude, such as a different subglacial drainage system which318

could be caused by ice thickness or also different water input to the system. Indeed, while319

the runoff variability over these 9 years at high altitudes displays variations from -30%320

to up to 45%, we do not expect as much meltwater produced as at lower altitudes, and321

less runoff reaching the bottom with thicker ice. Higher altitudes display generally here322

what we can consider an inefficient drainage system, showing really small velocity vari-323

ation, with considerable differences in the runoff between the years, but the altitude at324

which the efficient drainage system ceases to exist is probably driven by the specific char-325

acteristics of each glacier and the quantity of meltwater produced locally. However, even326

if velocity anomalies are small, they exist and tend to go hand-in-hand with the behav-327

ior observed at lower altitudes. Bartholomew et al. (2011) observed at higher altitudes328

a delay between the onset of the melt season and ice acceleration, requiring an accumu-329

lation of meltwater to penetrate through thicker ice, and this delay would be responsi-330

ble for the limited velocity variations that they observed. They also found a linear re-331

lationship between rates of annual ablation and ice velocity variations that could explain332

here why we observe this attenuation of the signal at higher altitudes.333

We cannot infer from this how the system would react with similar meltwater in-334

puts as happening at lower altitudes, but the results presented here show that with the335

current production of runoff water, considerable runoff variations do not translate into336

much ice velocity differences at high altitudes. We cannot decipher whether the melt-337

water produced at high altitudes contributes to ice velocity at lower altitudes. In addi-338

tion, we do not observe a clear cut at a specific altitude that could help to uncover a change339

in the subglacial water drainage system, but rather a progressive flattening of the ice ve-340

locity for higher altitudes.341

A similar behavior, strong velocity variations at low altitudes that tend to disap-342

pear at higher altitudes, is observed for all 5 basins studied. However, the altitude at343

which it occurs also varies with the basin. For Nordenskiöld Gletscher and Isunguata Ser-344

mia higher in altitudes, the pattern is indeed similar to the one at lower altitudes but345

attenuated, especially for Isunguata Sermia, where absolute velocity anomalies are smaller346

and do not reach 5% above 500 m. However, for Nordenskiöld Gletscher, velocity vari-347

ations are observed at higher altitudes, with a pronounced sawtooth pattern up to 1000348

m. Russel Gletscher displays a strong reaction of ice velocities to runoff up to 900 m,349

whereas Usulluup Sermia does not display velocity variations above 5% for ice higher than350

700 m. Finally, Inuppaat Quuat displays also almost no variations in ice velocities above351

1000 m.352
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In summary, our data shows that above 500-1000 m ice velocities are not varying353

much from year to year, even when meltwater runoff displays strong intensity variations.354

The exact cutoff altitude depends on the glacier system and region.355

3.3 Mapping the area356

To further highlight regional and altitude variations, we present a map depicting357

the interannual variability of the ice velocities during our 9-year period of data (Fig. 5).358

This is an interesting tool to visualize spatially how strong are the variations of veloc-359

ities at one point. Considering that surface meltwater is the main driver of velocity vari-360

ations in the area, this map allows us to observe how ice velocities can vary with differ-361

ent melt inputs.362

The map suggests a gradual evolution of interannual variability of ice velocities,363

from high values to low values from low to high altitudes, and extending to our entire364

study area. At low altitudes, high values indicate a strong response to runoff anomalies365

over the 9 years, while at high altitudes ice velocities do not vary much over the 9 years.366

We can clearly see that the velocity variations are following closely the basins. We also367

observe that, as observed on the smoothing curves, Isunnguata Sermia and Russel Gletscher,368

although spatially neighboring, have different patterns. We find again on the map the369

low ice velocity variations of Isunnguata Sermia observed earlier: while Russel Gletscher370

has an average interannual variability of around 5% up to 800 m, Isunnguata Sermia has371

already values below 5% at 500 m, indicating much lower velocity variations during 2013-372

2021 at the same altitudes. This fast decrease could be associated with a change in the373

drainage system that we do not observe at that altitude for Russel Gletscher. The val-374

ues observed in that area are still relatively small compared to Inuppaat Quuat and Nor-375

denskiöld Gletscher which have an average velocity anomaly of over 10%. The entire In-376

uppaat Quuat basin seems to have strong variations up to 900 m, while Nordenskiöld377

Gletscher, although displaying high values at low altitudes, has a much more gradual sig-378

nal weakening as altitude increases. As seen earlier, this weaker response to runoff anoma-379

lies at higher altitudes could be due to the characteristics of the system at higher alti-380

tudes, such as thicker ice, different subglacial drainage system, or the smaller amounts381

of meltwater produced at that altitude. It is interesting to note that the areas around382

Nordenskiöld Gletscher’s main tongue display relatively small average velocity anoma-383

lies compared to the trunk of the glacier.384

3.4 Discussion regarding the method385

Regarding our interpretation of the results, we observe conjointly the runoff anoma-386

lies and the velocity anomalies and try to assess correlations. Although these are not cau-387

sation relationships, we believe that the behavior in our area and at the altitudes con-388

sidered is mainly driven by the basal sliding, as observed in the Russel area in Maier et389

al. (2019). Therefore, we argue that we give here an idea of the impact of melt on the390

ice dynamics through subglacial water systems, although many other processes can af-391

fect the development of such drainage systems and lead to the differences by basins that392

we observed here.393

Following the previous comment, it is assumed that there is no lag in the system,394

so that runoff for a given year will act on ice velocities the same year. The melt season395

produces meltwater during summer, and previous literature found a direct response of396

the system during the summer and during the following winter (e.g., Palmer et al., 2011;397

Bartholomew et al., 2012; Fitzpatrick et al., 2013; Tedesco et al., 2013). We made sure398

to sample yearly velocities based on image pairs taken before summer, so that the yearly399

velocity measured encompasses the respective summer to which we associate the melt400

season, and the following winter, without taking into account velocities from the follow-401

ing summer.402
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Figure 5. Interannual variability of ice velocity, computed with the root mean square over

the 9 years for velocity anomalies for each pixel. Values at the glaciers’ tongues are over 10, in-

dicating high ice velocity variations over the period, while at high altitudes, the variability of ice

velocity is much smaller. The black line is the isoline for a root mean square of 5.
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Regarding the way we analyzed surface runoff and velocities, we used the same value403

from the reanalysis product that was available at 1km, for our velocity data which is 150404

m in resolution. The opposite could have been done, averaging the velocity to resam-405

ple at 1km resolution, but we do not expect both the velocity to change drastically over406

this 1km², as well as we do not expect the surface meltwater signal to vary within a 1km².407

Therefore this does not impact our results since we do not compute any statistical sig-408

nificance index that would have been prone to bias with a higher number of points.409

4 Conclusions410

We investigate runoff anomalies from ERA5-MAR and velocity anomalies from satel-411

lite observations over Southwest Greenland for the years 2013-2021. These data gave in-412

sights into glacier response to meltwater input. We found that ice reacts differently to413

similar runoff anomalies depending on basin and altitude, and found an interesting saw-414

tooth pattern. We explain it by the subglacial drainage system getting more and more415

pressurized due to higher water input until a certain point where the whole drainage sys-416

tem is modified with a more developed efficient drainage system, leading to a drop in417

pressure and velocities, but this new drainage system could also be saturated and even418

more efficient drainage systems may have to develop to accommodate higher runoff quan-419

tities. This finding challenges the idea of the resilience of this land-terminating part of420

the Greenland Ice Sheet to warmer summers, as we find that high runoff years can re-421

sult in faster velocities even at low altitudes. At higher altitudes, however, we find that422

the velocity variations are largely attenuated compared to low altitudes and that large423

variability in runoff does not result in large ice velocity variations. The altitude at which424

the velocities signal is attenuated depends on the basin. Our studied glaciers show a break-425

point at different runoff anomalies which are probably driven by basin-specific charac-426

teristics giving the seemingly different responses observed on these closely spaced basins.427

Therefore, the sawtooth pattern is not exactly the same in all basins, but understand-428

ing whether regional differences occur due to intrinsic glacier characteristics or due to429

a lack of sufficient water input variations in our data will require a few more years of ob-430

servation. Future modeling work should take special care into making sure a proper hy-431

drological model is implemented as the ice dynamics in this part of Greenland is highly432

non-linear and it seems that the impact of meltwater lubrication feedback can not be in-433

vestigated through a simplified runoff-velocity relationship.434
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Key Points:8

• We analyze the relationship between ice velocities and surface meltwater runoff9

for 5 Greenlandic basins over the last 9 years.10

• Surface meltwater and ice velocity are not linearly correlated, and their relation-11

ship varies with altitude and basin.12

• A large part of the velocity, runoff relationship can be explained by considering13

the efficiency of the subglacial drainage system.14
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Abstract15

Surface runoff over the Greenland Ice Sheet has been shown to have an impact on16

ice velocities, both at short as well as decadal timescales. While the short timescales are17

necessary to comprehend the physical processes connecting subglacial water pressure and18

ice motion, upscaling to longer timescales is paramount to assessing the future behav-19

ior of glaciers in a warming climate. In this study, we assess in a land-terminating part20

of Southwest Greenland over 2013-2021 the relationship between annual ice velocities de-21

rived from optical feature-tracking and surface runoff derived from the ERA5-MAR cli-22

mate model. The recent time period, providing frequent satellite acquisition, allows for23

a precise selection of image pairs, while also covering summer melt seasons varying in24

both intensity and duration. We find that the exact link between runoff anomalies and25

ice velocity anomalies changes depending on the basin considered and that the relation-26

ship also changes with altitude. However, all basins do show a similar overall behavior:27

at low elevations, while a small increase in runoff leads to faster velocities, a large in-28

crease in runoff leads to a slowdown of the glacier ice, but years with even larger runoff29

would tend to make the ice faster again. As altitude increases, runoff anomalies varia-30

tions seem to have less impact on ice velocities. We compute for each pixel a simple in-31

dex to quantify this relationship, presenting here a map displaying how runoff anoma-32

lies affected the velocities in 2013-2021 and underlining the spatially varying impact of33

meltwater depending on altitude and location.34

Plain Language Summary35

During summer, meltwater is produced at the surface of glaciers. This water can36

enter the glaciers through crevasses or moulins, and affect how the ice slides on its bedrock.37

Here, we assess in the southwest of the Greenland Ice Sheet, the relationship between38

runoff and ice velocities on a yearly timescale, at different altitudes, and for 5 different39

basins, for the period 2013-2021. We find that the meltwater will have a different im-40

pact on the ice velocities depending on altitude and location. Previous studies expected41

our study area to be resilient to warmer summers, as a slowdown was observed in con-42

junction with increased melt. We find here that at low altitudes, a small increase will43

lead to faster velocities, a larger increase will indeed lead to a deceleration, but also that44

a much larger increase of runoff could lead to an acceleration of the ice. As altitude in-45

creases, our observations indicate that meltwater anomalies have less impact on the ice46

velocities. We derived an index to quantify the impact of meltwater and observe a clear47

effect of altitude and variations of runoff effect by basins all along the study area.48

1 Introduction49

Dramatic increases in surface meltwater on the Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS) have50

been observed for more than three decades now (e.g., Van Den Broeke et al., 2009; Velicogna,51

2009; Rignot et al., 2011; Mouginot et al., 2019). The importance of surface meltwater52

to glacial systems has long been recognized, and numerous studies have investigated its53

role in the dynamics of the ice (e.g., Zwally et al., 2002; Joughin et al., 2008; Shepherd54

et al., 2009; Hoffman et al., 2011). Yet meltwater impact on ice velocities on decadal timescales55

remains not fully understood (Davison et al., 2019).56

Understanding the impact of meltwater on ice dynamics is paramount to improv-57

ing the predictions of future ice discharge to the ocean or glacier geometry changes un-58

der expected warmer summers (Van De Wal et al., 2008; Nienow et al., 2017; Koziol &59

Arnold, 2018). The relationship between ice velocities, meltwater, and subglacial water60

pressure has for example been observed in Van De Wal et al. (2015), where a sudden runoff61

event induced a clear ice speedup but sustained high runoff throughout summer even-62

tually lead to a deceleration of the ice. They show that runoff influences the subglacial63
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water pressure, and this pressure in return affects the sliding of the ice, which affects sur-64

face ice velocities. Variations of subglacial pressure throughout the summer were observed65

and interpreted as a switch from an inefficient subglacial drainage system to a more ef-66

ficient one, induced by sustained high runoff.67

It is however unclear whether the same pattern can be observed everywhere, for68

example where ice is thicker and runoff smaller (e.g., Doyle et al., 2014; de Fleurian et69

al., 2016). Doyle et al. (2014) did not observe a deceleration in the late melt season far70

from the ice sheet margin, indicating that the subglacial drainage system does not sys-71

tematically evolve towards an efficient system, so the slowdown of the ice after summer72

may be confined to low elevations. Yet previous studies implementing the impact of runoff73

on ice velocities for future projections did not always consider altitude variations, mostly74

because the availability of observations was not sufficient (Shannon et al., 2013; Fürst75

et al., 2015). While seasonal studies of the relation between meltwater input and ice ve-76

locity bring a better understanding of the local physical processes at play, the necessary77

high-temporal resolution velocity data is not often available for long periods of time, and78

even less so on a large spatial scale (Davison et al., 2019).79

At a decadal timescale, Tedstone et al. (2015) and Williams et al. (2020) found that80

a land-terminating sector of the ice sheet has been slowing down, and at the same time81

an increase in surface meltwater was observed. As the rate of the slowdown was only 1.582

m/yr², a long period such as 2000-2012 was necessary in order to identify the trend. More83

recently, a re-acceleration of the ice was found by Williams et al. (2020) in Southwest84

Greenland and was attributed to a reduction of meltwater production, although we found85

in Halas et al. (2023) that the observed trend was spatially heterogeneous with signif-86

icant trends mostly confined to low-lying ice tongues. The variability in runoff produced87

every year in this period is indeed high, varying by up to 40% compared to an average88

over the same time period, rendering the understanding of the relationship between runoff89

and ice velocities at the decadal timescale difficult. In addition, ice velocity trends in this90

land-terminating area of the Greenland Ice Sheet are relatively small compared to the91

signal. In this context of alternating intense and less intense melt seasons, we want to92

step back from decadal trends to assess the impact of surface melting at a yearly timescale,93

in order to understand how a given melt season impacts the velocities until the next melt94

season. How this relationship varies with altitude and location is also required for im-95

proving the assessment of the future behavior of the ice sheet in a warming climate.96

We therefore assess here how surface meltwater and velocities are related, using yearly97

feature-tracked ice velocities in conjunction with runoff derived from climate reanaly-98

sis over 2013-2021.99

2 Data and Methods100

2.1 Study area101

Our study area is located in Southwest Greenland and is displayed in Figure 1. We102

focused the first part of our study on 5 land-terminating basins, but extend our work103

to the whole region for the second part. This land-terminating area is a perfect study104

area for such work as it is an ocean-free setting, and it is assumed that variations in ice105

velocity are mostly controlled by changes in basal conditions (Tedstone et al. (2015); Maier106

et al. (2019); Derkacheva et al. (2020)).107

For our 5 basins, we focused naturally on Russell Gletscher and Isunnguata Ser-108

mia close to the town of Kangerlussuaq, since they have been the subject of in-situ geo-109

physical investigations such as mechanical properties of sediment bed underlying the glaciers110

and their influence on the ice flow (Dow et al., 2013; Wright et al., 2016; Harper et al.,111

2017; Kulessa et al., 2017; Maier et al., 2019), as well as numerical investigations (Bougamont112

et al., 2014; de Fleurian et al., 2016; Koziol & Arnold, 2017, 2018; Brinkerhoff et al., 2021).113
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Figure 1. Map of the study area. Ice velocities displayed are derived by combining all ve-

locity fields computed in this study from image pairs of Landsat 8 and Sentinel-2 for the years

2019-2020. The ice velocities are overlaying a 2015 MODIS Mosaic of Greenland (MOG) at 100

m resolution (Haran et al., 2018). White lines represent the 200 m isolines extracted from MEa-

SUREs Greenland Ice Mapping Project (GIMP) Digital Elevation Model.

These two basins, spatially close, also offer an interesting comparison to see whether runoff114

effect on ice velocities can differ for neighboring glaciers. North of these two glaciers, we115

focus on Nordenskiöld Gletscher and Usulluup Sermia, both displaying similar orders of116

magnitude for their ice velocity and altitude ranges. Being central between our four other117

sites, our 5th site is Inuppaat Quuat. It also offers an interesting comparison as this glacier118

is displaying slower velocities than the rest, while having a reasonably large tongue.119

2.2 Velocities from satellite observations120

In order to understand how surface meltwater correlates to ice dynamics, we used121

observations of ice velocities, derived from feature-tracking over the period 2013-2021.122
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While being an ocean-free setting, land-terminating glaciers are also displaying slower123

velocities, potentially leading to smaller - i.e. less easily detectable - variations in veloc-124

ity (Halas et al., 2023). Studying such ice velocities, therefore, requires a combination125

of accurate velocity estimations and good spatial coverage that yearly feature-tracking126

can provide (Millan et al., 2019). The period 2013-2021 was selected since the launch127

of Landsat 8 in 2013 greatly increased the number of image pairs for feature-tracking,128

allowing for a much more aggressive selection of the data. We used the same velocity prod-129

ucts derived by feature-tracking produced for Halas et al. 2023, publicly available on open130

repositories (Halas et al., 2022, released 9 December 2022). We selected pairs with im-131

ages separated by about one year, since it allows for a much greater level of precision com-132

pared to shorter baselines, as demonstrated with the same correlation algorithm in Mouginot133

et al. (2017) and Millan et al. (2019). Following the recommendations of Halas et al. (2023)134

on the selection of image pairs, we only used velocity data derived from pairs with the135

starting date before summer, so that every single annual velocity is sampled over one melt136

season and the following winter. While this precise selection reduces the spatial cover-137

age, it avoids sampling two summers, allowing us to compare the same period every year.138

The complete methodology regarding the processing of satellite images to obtain139

velocity maps is detailed in Halas et al. (2023).140

From the selected image pairs, we computed a per-pixel average to produce a re-141

gional velocity map for every single year. We also computed the average velocity over142

our 9 years and derived yearly velocity anomalies over this time interval. Only the data143

points where data was available for all 9 years were kept. These velocity anomalies maps144

are displayed in supplemental material Figure S1.145

2.3 Runoff reanalysis from MAR146

We use daily outputs of the polar regional climate model MAR forced by the ERA5147

reanalysis over our region, downscaled to 1 km. The model MAR (version 3.12.1) has148

been run at a resolution of 10 km forced every 6 hours by ERA5 at its lateral bound-149

aries. It is one of the best surface mass balance products currently available over the Green-150

land ice sheet (Fettweis et al., 2020). From these products, we extracted the daily runoff151

signal and used it to compute cumulative yearly runoff, the average cumulative runoff152

over our 9 years, and yearly cumulative runoff anomalies. During summer, meltwater is153

generated, but part of this water can refreeze or be trapped in the snow. The remain-154

ing water is defined as runoff and can be routed to the base of the glacier. As most of155

the area where we have data is located in the ablation zone, the surface meltwater sig-156

nal is equal to the runoff signal. At higher altitudes, however, the runoff signal is smaller157

than the melt signal since the snowpack is able to retain a large part of the meltwater158

(Noël et al., 2019). We, therefore, use the runoff from MAR, although it is equal to the159

melt for most of our data points located in the ablation zone. Figure S2 gives an exam-160

ple of the daily runoff signal near the terminus of Nordenskiöld glacier. The signal is typ-161

ical for the 5 basins studied in the region at similar altitudes. In large parts of the dataset,162

the runoff signal at low and higher altitudes evolves together, with the higher altitude163

signal being of lesser amplitude. In order to give an idea, we plot in Figure S2 over the164

low altitude signal a black line representing the runoff signal at 1000 m, and represen-165

tative for our 5 basins.166

2.4 Trend analysis167

We plotted velocity anomalies against runoff anomalies for the 5 land-terminating168

basins in Southwest Greenland, with data separated by altitude bins of 25 m, 50 m, 100169

m, and 200 m. We chose to display here in Figure 2 the 100 m altitude bin plots for Rus-170

sel. This 100 m bin is a compromise, as this size of altitude bins was found to be suf-171

ficiently separating pixels by 9 different altitude bins while keeping a higher number of172
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pixels compared to smaller altitude bins. We found no significant signal difference from173

100 m bins to smaller bins. A 200 m bin seems however to stack too much data and we174

observe differences, especially at low altitudes. These additional bins are available in sup-175

plementary materials as Figures S4a-S4b (25 m), S5 (50 m), and S6 (200 m) for Russel176

Gletscher. In order to facilitate the reading of trends, we computed locally weighted scat-177

terplot smoothing (LOWESS), which is a non-parametric regression fitting a moving re-178

gression model on neighboring data (Cleveland, 1979). We specifically chose this algo-179

rithm since we want to avoid having prior assumptions regarding the relationship be-180

tween runoff anomalies and velocity anomalies. The algorithm computes locally weighted181

linear regressions such that closer data points will have greater weight. The curve dis-182

played over our scatterplots is a combination of all local regressions. Three iterations of183

LOWESS are computed to adjust the weights while seeking to reduce root-mean-square184

deviation so that outliers are less likely to affect the final local regression. We display185

LOWESS estimations for velocity anomalies versus runoff anomalies for every altitude186

bin for Russel Gletscher over the scatterplot that was used for these estimations in Fig-187

ure 2. We also plot for all 5 basins studied here, all 100 m bin LOWESS estimations on188

a single graph for easier comparison (Figure 3). With this approach, we disregard the189

temporal evolution of runoff and velocities, but rather aggregate all years to identify the190

relationship between the two, assuming the system has no memory of previous years’ runoff191

input.192

Since the resolution of our velocity map is 150 m compared to the 1 km resolution193

for reanalysis products, we located for every velocity map pixel the closest reanalysis pixel194

and used this value, assuming that the runoff is not varying drastically over a 1 km² area.195

In addition to the trends, we assessed how strongly the ice velocity is undergoing196

variations over our 9 years, by calculating for each pixel the root mean square to 0 of197

the velocity anomalies over the 9 years, indicating how much on average the velocity dif-198

fers from the average. We present a map of this index in Figure 5. Since we consider that199

the velocity changes in this region are mostly controlled by surface runoff, we argue that200

this index can be interpreted as the impact of runoff on ice velocity, with a higher in-201

dex showing a stronger relationship between runoff and ice velocity whereas a lower in-202

dex shows that changes in runoff do not lead to large changes in ice velocity.203

3 Results and discussion204

3.1 Runoff and velocity linked through the efficiency of subglacial drainage205

As we see in Figure 2 for Russel Gletscher, but also for other basins in supplemen-206

tal materials (Figures S7, S8, S9, and S10), both runoff and ice velocities are varying each207

year. When we combine all the years on the same plot as done in Figure 2, we see pat-208

terns giving insights into glacier behavior. We can observe strong ice velocity variations209

for low altitudes for different runoff quantities, but also that the relationship describing210

velocity evolution with respect to runoff anomalies is evolving with altitude. We will first211

focus on the behavior at low altitudes and will discuss the higher altitudes’ behavior in212

a the next section.213

The pattern emerging for Russel Gletscher up to 900 m is the following: we first214

observe maximum velocity anomalies for the years with the lowest runoff. When the runoff215

is higher than the average (around +5% to +15%), velocities are slower, which is espe-216

cially visible at low altitudes. Finally, when runoff is even higher, as in 2019 when the217

runoff was 20% above average, velocities tend to be faster than when there is just slightly218

more runoff than on average.219

This maximal velocity obtained for low runoff years must have been driven by fast220

summer velocities or fast post-melt season velocities. The explanation in terms of basal221

hydrology could be that the drainage system would develop into an efficient system but222
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Figure 2. Velocity anomalies against runoff anomalies over 2013-2021 for 100 m altitude bins

for Russel Gletscher. The colors indicate the year corresponding to the data, where blue dots

represent low runoff years (minimum in 2015) and red dots high runoff years (maximum in 2019).

Solid lines indicate the statistical relationship between runoff and velocity anomalies (calculated

using LOWESS). Other basins are available in the supplemental material in Figures S7 to S10.
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is not sustained due to less water input to the system, resulting in relatively fast veloc-223

ities during late summer due to a switch back to a pressurized but inefficient system at224

this time, and leading potentially also to faster velocities during the winter season. When225

the runoff is slightly above average, it could be high enough to activate and sustain an226

efficient drainage system, resulting into slower summer velocities on average and an ef-227

ficient drainage system still opened during the late melt season that could lead to slower228

winter velocities, as observed in Van De Wal et al. (2015). Finally, for years with high229

positive runoff anomalies like 2019, the efficient drainage system is at its limit, and al-230

though it develops, we still have sustained high water pressure driving fast ice flow dur-231

ing summer, but still slower velocities during winter than usual, as the velocity observed232

for such high melt years are still slower than average.233

Figure 3 shows all runoff and velocity data per studied basin. To emphasize the234

various behaviour per altitude, the coloured lines indicate the smoothed trends per al-235

titude bin (using the LOWESS calculation, see Sect. 2.4). Isunguata Sermia and Nor-236

denskiöld Gletscher both display at low altitudes (blue lines) slower velocities than the237

average for the minimum runoff anomalies, down to around -10% in velocities. This be-238

havior is different from Russel Gletscher where the lowest runoff anomalies generally lead239

to faster than average velocities. For Isunguata Sermia and Nordenskiöld Gletscher at240

low altitudes, we then observe a slight increase in velocities for years with runoff just un-241

der the average, then a slowdown if runoff is slightly above average, and clear faster ve-242

locities (around +10%) for years with even higher runoff anomalies. Nordenskiöld Gletscher243

seems to display again slightly slower velocities for 2019 (the year with the highest runoff244

anomaly), which is a behavior that we do not find in Isunguata Sermia, but the runoff245

anomalies in that basin do not reach as high values as in the first, so this behavior could246

potentially be observed if runoff anomalies were higher.247

When we observe the behavior for other basins in Figure 3, Usulluup Sermia and248

Russel Gletscher seem to share common behavior at low altitudes, namely slightly faster249

velocities if the runoff was below average, negative velocity anomalies for years with runoff250

slightly above average, and a tendency towards faster velocities again for years when runoff251

is even higher. This time, however, high runoff anomalies still translate to slower veloc-252

ities in opposition with Nordenskiöld Gletscher and Isunguata Sermia where such runoff253

anomalies lead to positive velocity anomalies.254

Finally, Inuppaat Quuat appears to have a clear trend towards slower velocities as255

runoff anomalies are increasing, and this behavior is found for altitudes up to 1000 m.256

The difference between Isunguata Sermia and Russel Gletscher is striking, as these257

two glaciers are lying next to each other but display different behaviors both at low and258

high altitudes under similar runoff inputs. This underlines that even for glaciers that are259

spatially close, we cannot assume a similar behavior in relation to hydrology, as other260

parameters such as the ice thickness, the hydraulic gradient, or the substrate could im-261

pact the development of the subglacial drainage system.262

For all basins, we recognize a sawtooth pattern developing with an increase in ve-263

locity as runoff increases which is followed by a velocity drop with further runoff increase,264

and again faster velocities with even higher runoff, as summarized in Figure 4. Our in-265

terpretation is that the drainage system pressurization is rising with an increase in runoff266

leading to faster glaciers. However, at a given runoff value, the system reaches a thresh-267

old and becomes more efficient leading to lower water pressure and velocities, but the268

pressurization of this new system can also rise in case of an even higher runoff, leading269

again to faster velocities. The threshold where a new efficient system develops seems to270

depend on glacier characteristics, inducing different positioning of the velocity break point271

and seemingly different responses for each glacier. It is especially visible for Nordenskiöld272

Gletscher and Isunnguata Sermia at low altitudes and can be explained by different melt-273

water inputs to the system. If for a given year the water input is sufficient but without274
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Figure 3. All data (velocity anomalies against runoff anomalies) in black dots for the 5 basins

studied. The smoothing per altitude bin is in solid blue to green curves (LOWESS), the bluest

curve being the lowest altitude bin, and the greenest the highest altitude bin. The number of

pixels is the total number of individual data points used for the basin. For Isunnguata Sermia,

Nordenskiöld Gletscher, Usulluup Sermia and Inuppaat Quaat, individual altitudes bins are avail-

able in supplemental materials Figures S7 to S10.
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Figure 4. The sawtooth pattern, as observed in the basins such as Isunnguata Sermia and

Nordenskiöld Gletscher. The points on the pattern are based on the observations of Isunnguata

Sermia. We also observe the sawtooth pattern for Russel Gletscher and Usulluup Sermia, but the

velocities anomalies obtained for the highest runoff are not as high as in the two first basins.

crossing a threshold like in 2017 or 2020, the velocities increase can be explained by the275

saturation of the drainage system, leading to faster velocities than if the system is less276

saturated (as in 2015). If it increases slightly, just enough to cross a threshold like in 2014277

or 2016, the system will adapt into a more efficient one for these years and lead to slower278

velocities. If a year produces sufficient meltwater to saturate this efficient system, ice ve-279

locities will reaccelerate as in 2021. But if the water input is even higher (2019), a prob-280

ably even more efficient drainage system will develop, leading to a slowdown in ice ve-281

locities, and this new system could also be saturated in the future leading once again to282

faster velocities before the cycle repeats. This idea, therefore, challenges the assumption283

that warmer summers would not increase annual ice displacement as they would likely284

be followed by reduced winter ice flow as found in Sole et al. (2013). We propose instead285

the idea that the system could potentially face an increasing runoff input that would con-286

stantly force the subglacial drainage system to adapt, even when a drainage system that287

we would consider efficient is already established during the first part of the melt sea-288

son. Whether the runoff input would result in a slowdown or an acceleration would there-289

fore be regulated by thresholds, and depending on the amount of runoff produced, lead290

to either a saturated water drainage system or to the development of a more efficient drainage291

system.292

This sawtooth behavior could potentially happen on all the glaciers of our study,293

but it is likely that it would be conditioned by basin characteristics, leading to specific294

thresholds for each basin. Thus, it is possible that a similar pattern is observed every-295

where, but that quantities of runoff required for displaying the sawtooth pattern are dif-296

ferent for each basin, and that the amplitude of runoff anomalies over 2013-2021 would297

not be sufficient for some basins to display the full behavior. Another explanation could298

also be that the intrinsic characteristics of each glacier would simply produce a differ-299

ent behavior for ice velocities. Here from the data, we can only confirm that for simi-300

lar runoff anomalies, the different basins have ice velocities that react differently.301
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In the Inuppaat Quuat case, we would interpret the behavior as the development302

of an efficient drainage system, leading to a slowdown of ice, although the amount of runoff303

produced may not be sufficient for this specific basin to lead to a reacceleration and dis-304

play a sawtooth pattern as observed in Isunnguata Sermia and Nordenskiöld Gletscher.305

Additional years with different runoff signals would help in confirming this hypothesis.306

A common point for all basins can nevertheless be observed: even though the shape307

of the relationship observed at low altitude still tend to appear at higher altitudes, it is308

strongly diminished and this reduction does not appear at the same altitude for all basin309

studied, which we will address in the next section.310

3.2 Impact of runoff on velocities depends on altitude311

Common to all our basins is how altitude is affecting the response to the runoff sig-312

nal: all 5 basins display a relationship that is flattening when altitude increases as ob-313

served in Figure 3. We observe for Russel Gletscher in Figure 2 that for altitudes between314

400 m and 900 m, the observed ice velocity varies with runoff, loosely following the saw-315

tooth pattern as described in Figure 4. But at higher altitudes, ice velocities vary less,316

even with higher runoff variability. This could be explained by both the glacier charac-317

teristics that evolve with altitude, such as a different subglacial drainage system which318

could be caused by ice thickness or also different water input to the system. Indeed, while319

the runoff variability over these 9 years at high altitudes displays variations from -30%320

to up to 45%, we do not expect as much meltwater produced as at lower altitudes, and321

less runoff reaching the bottom with thicker ice. Higher altitudes display generally here322

what we can consider an inefficient drainage system, showing really small velocity vari-323

ation, with considerable differences in the runoff between the years, but the altitude at324

which the efficient drainage system ceases to exist is probably driven by the specific char-325

acteristics of each glacier and the quantity of meltwater produced locally. However, even326

if velocity anomalies are small, they exist and tend to go hand-in-hand with the behav-327

ior observed at lower altitudes. Bartholomew et al. (2011) observed at higher altitudes328

a delay between the onset of the melt season and ice acceleration, requiring an accumu-329

lation of meltwater to penetrate through thicker ice, and this delay would be responsi-330

ble for the limited velocity variations that they observed. They also found a linear re-331

lationship between rates of annual ablation and ice velocity variations that could explain332

here why we observe this attenuation of the signal at higher altitudes.333

We cannot infer from this how the system would react with similar meltwater in-334

puts as happening at lower altitudes, but the results presented here show that with the335

current production of runoff water, considerable runoff variations do not translate into336

much ice velocity differences at high altitudes. We cannot decipher whether the melt-337

water produced at high altitudes contributes to ice velocity at lower altitudes. In addi-338

tion, we do not observe a clear cut at a specific altitude that could help to uncover a change339

in the subglacial water drainage system, but rather a progressive flattening of the ice ve-340

locity for higher altitudes.341

A similar behavior, strong velocity variations at low altitudes that tend to disap-342

pear at higher altitudes, is observed for all 5 basins studied. However, the altitude at343

which it occurs also varies with the basin. For Nordenskiöld Gletscher and Isunguata Ser-344

mia higher in altitudes, the pattern is indeed similar to the one at lower altitudes but345

attenuated, especially for Isunguata Sermia, where absolute velocity anomalies are smaller346

and do not reach 5% above 500 m. However, for Nordenskiöld Gletscher, velocity vari-347

ations are observed at higher altitudes, with a pronounced sawtooth pattern up to 1000348

m. Russel Gletscher displays a strong reaction of ice velocities to runoff up to 900 m,349

whereas Usulluup Sermia does not display velocity variations above 5% for ice higher than350

700 m. Finally, Inuppaat Quuat displays also almost no variations in ice velocities above351

1000 m.352
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In summary, our data shows that above 500-1000 m ice velocities are not varying353

much from year to year, even when meltwater runoff displays strong intensity variations.354

The exact cutoff altitude depends on the glacier system and region.355

3.3 Mapping the area356

To further highlight regional and altitude variations, we present a map depicting357

the interannual variability of the ice velocities during our 9-year period of data (Fig. 5).358

This is an interesting tool to visualize spatially how strong are the variations of veloc-359

ities at one point. Considering that surface meltwater is the main driver of velocity vari-360

ations in the area, this map allows us to observe how ice velocities can vary with differ-361

ent melt inputs.362

The map suggests a gradual evolution of interannual variability of ice velocities,363

from high values to low values from low to high altitudes, and extending to our entire364

study area. At low altitudes, high values indicate a strong response to runoff anomalies365

over the 9 years, while at high altitudes ice velocities do not vary much over the 9 years.366

We can clearly see that the velocity variations are following closely the basins. We also367

observe that, as observed on the smoothing curves, Isunnguata Sermia and Russel Gletscher,368

although spatially neighboring, have different patterns. We find again on the map the369

low ice velocity variations of Isunnguata Sermia observed earlier: while Russel Gletscher370

has an average interannual variability of around 5% up to 800 m, Isunnguata Sermia has371

already values below 5% at 500 m, indicating much lower velocity variations during 2013-372

2021 at the same altitudes. This fast decrease could be associated with a change in the373

drainage system that we do not observe at that altitude for Russel Gletscher. The val-374

ues observed in that area are still relatively small compared to Inuppaat Quuat and Nor-375

denskiöld Gletscher which have an average velocity anomaly of over 10%. The entire In-376

uppaat Quuat basin seems to have strong variations up to 900 m, while Nordenskiöld377

Gletscher, although displaying high values at low altitudes, has a much more gradual sig-378

nal weakening as altitude increases. As seen earlier, this weaker response to runoff anoma-379

lies at higher altitudes could be due to the characteristics of the system at higher alti-380

tudes, such as thicker ice, different subglacial drainage system, or the smaller amounts381

of meltwater produced at that altitude. It is interesting to note that the areas around382

Nordenskiöld Gletscher’s main tongue display relatively small average velocity anoma-383

lies compared to the trunk of the glacier.384

3.4 Discussion regarding the method385

Regarding our interpretation of the results, we observe conjointly the runoff anoma-386

lies and the velocity anomalies and try to assess correlations. Although these are not cau-387

sation relationships, we believe that the behavior in our area and at the altitudes con-388

sidered is mainly driven by the basal sliding, as observed in the Russel area in Maier et389

al. (2019). Therefore, we argue that we give here an idea of the impact of melt on the390

ice dynamics through subglacial water systems, although many other processes can af-391

fect the development of such drainage systems and lead to the differences by basins that392

we observed here.393

Following the previous comment, it is assumed that there is no lag in the system,394

so that runoff for a given year will act on ice velocities the same year. The melt season395

produces meltwater during summer, and previous literature found a direct response of396

the system during the summer and during the following winter (e.g., Palmer et al., 2011;397

Bartholomew et al., 2012; Fitzpatrick et al., 2013; Tedesco et al., 2013). We made sure398

to sample yearly velocities based on image pairs taken before summer, so that the yearly399

velocity measured encompasses the respective summer to which we associate the melt400

season, and the following winter, without taking into account velocities from the follow-401

ing summer.402
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Figure 5. Interannual variability of ice velocity, computed with the root mean square over

the 9 years for velocity anomalies for each pixel. Values at the glaciers’ tongues are over 10, in-

dicating high ice velocity variations over the period, while at high altitudes, the variability of ice

velocity is much smaller. The black line is the isoline for a root mean square of 5.
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Regarding the way we analyzed surface runoff and velocities, we used the same value403

from the reanalysis product that was available at 1km, for our velocity data which is 150404

m in resolution. The opposite could have been done, averaging the velocity to resam-405

ple at 1km resolution, but we do not expect both the velocity to change drastically over406

this 1km², as well as we do not expect the surface meltwater signal to vary within a 1km².407

Therefore this does not impact our results since we do not compute any statistical sig-408

nificance index that would have been prone to bias with a higher number of points.409

4 Conclusions410

We investigate runoff anomalies from ERA5-MAR and velocity anomalies from satel-411

lite observations over Southwest Greenland for the years 2013-2021. These data gave in-412

sights into glacier response to meltwater input. We found that ice reacts differently to413

similar runoff anomalies depending on basin and altitude, and found an interesting saw-414

tooth pattern. We explain it by the subglacial drainage system getting more and more415

pressurized due to higher water input until a certain point where the whole drainage sys-416

tem is modified with a more developed efficient drainage system, leading to a drop in417

pressure and velocities, but this new drainage system could also be saturated and even418

more efficient drainage systems may have to develop to accommodate higher runoff quan-419

tities. This finding challenges the idea of the resilience of this land-terminating part of420

the Greenland Ice Sheet to warmer summers, as we find that high runoff years can re-421

sult in faster velocities even at low altitudes. At higher altitudes, however, we find that422

the velocity variations are largely attenuated compared to low altitudes and that large423

variability in runoff does not result in large ice velocity variations. The altitude at which424

the velocities signal is attenuated depends on the basin. Our studied glaciers show a break-425

point at different runoff anomalies which are probably driven by basin-specific charac-426

teristics giving the seemingly different responses observed on these closely spaced basins.427

Therefore, the sawtooth pattern is not exactly the same in all basins, but understand-428

ing whether regional differences occur due to intrinsic glacier characteristics or due to429

a lack of sufficient water input variations in our data will require a few more years of ob-430

servation. Future modeling work should take special care into making sure a proper hy-431

drological model is implemented as the ice dynamics in this part of Greenland is highly432

non-linear and it seems that the impact of meltwater lubrication feedback can not be in-433

vestigated through a simplified runoff-velocity relationship.434
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1. Figures S1 to S10

Introduction

The supporting information contains 11 figures that support the findings of the asso-

ciated paper. We display information that is not paramount for the understanding of

the results, but that provides information for the reader that wants more detail about

the data used such as the velocity anomalies maps used in Figure S1, and the typical

runoff signal in Figure S2 and S3 for all 9 years of the study. We also display in the

main manuscript smoothed curves for all altitudes with varying altitude bins and chose to

display bins of 100 m in the main manuscript as it is a compromise between not too many

bins but without aggregating too much data. We display here in Figures S4a and S4b the

smoothing curves for altitude bins of 25 m (requiring two separate figures), in Figure S5

altitude bins of 50 m, and in Figure S6 altitude bins of 200 m. Finally, we display in the
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main manuscript all altitudes bins combined on the same plot for all basins but display

smoothed curves separated by altitude only for Russel Gletscher. We display the other

separated smoothed curves for 100 m altitude bins for the other 4 basins in Figures S7,

S8, S9, and S10.
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Figure S1. Yearly ice velocity anomalies map compared to the average over the 9 years.
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Figure S2. Daily runoff signal from MAR for all 9 years, representative of our area. We color

each year of the daily runoff signal depending on how much the integrated melt on the given year

is compared to the average over the 9 years. The thin black line is the signal at 1000 m.
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Figure S3. Daily cumulated runoff from MAR for all 9 years. We color each year of the daily

runoff signal depending on how much the integrated melt on the given year is compared to the

average over the 9 years.
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Figure S4a. Velocity anomalies against runoff anomalies over 2013-2021 for 25 m altitude

bins for Russel Gletscher for altitudes between 400 m and 850 m. The colors indicate the year

corresponding to the data. The color gradient is defined depending on the total runoff anomalies

over the given year; negative anomalies are in shades of blue and positive anomalies are in shades

of red. Solid lines indicate the statistical relationship between runoff and velocity anomalies

(calculated using LOWESS).
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Figure S4b. Velocity anomalies against runoff anomalies over 2013-2021 for 25 m altitude bins

for Russel Gletscher for altitudes between 850 m and 1300 m. Solid lines indicate the statistical

relationship between runoff and velocity anomalies (calculated using LOWESS).
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Figure S5. Velocity anomalies against runoff anomalies over 2013-2021 for 50 m altitude bins

for Russel Gletscher. Solid lines indicate the statistical relationship between runoff and velocity

anomalies (calculated using LOWESS).
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Figure S6. Velocity anomalies against runoff anomalies over 2013-2021 for 200 m altitude bins

for Russel Gletscher. Solid lines indicate the statistical relationship between runoff and velocity

anomalies (calculated using LOWESS).
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Figure S7. Velocity anomalies against runoff anomalies over 2013-2021 for 100 m altitude

bins for Isunnguata Sermia. Solid lines indicate the statistical relationship between runoff and

velocity anomalies (calculated using LOWESS).
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Figure S8. Velocity anomalies against runoff anomalies over 2013-2021 for 100 m altitude bins

for Inuppaat Quuat. Solid lines indicate the statistical relationship between runoff and velocity

anomalies (calculated using LOWESS).
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Figure S9. Velocity anomalies against runoff anomalies over 2013-2021 for 100 m altitude bins

for Usulluup Sermia. Solid lines indicate the statistical relationship between runoff and velocity

anomalies (calculated using LOWESS).
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Figure S10. Velocity anomalies against runoff anomalies over 2013-2021 for 100 m altitude

bins for Nordenskiöld Gletscher. Solid lines indicate the statistical relationship between runoff

and velocity anomalies (calculated using LOWESS).
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